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ASSOCIATION OF SOUTHEAST ASIAN NATIONS
(ASEAN) AND THE DEVELOPMENT 

OF REGIONAL ECONOMIC COOPERATION 
– PARTNERSHIP WITH RUSSIA

Hendra MANURUNG*

Abstract: This study focuses on the Association of Southeast Asian Nations(ASEAN) and its economic relations with Russia by applying economiccooperation in Southeast Asia. Russia began intensively establishing regionalcooperation with the ASEAN two decades ago and officially became an ASEANdialogue partner in 1996. At the 2018 high-level meeting, the ASEAN andRussia agreed to promote partnership by establishing a strategic partnership.In early August 2018, Russian Foreign Minister Sergei Lavrov inaugurated thePermanent Representative of the Russian Federation to the ASEAN. Russia’spermanent representative office to the ASEAN also doubles as Russia’sdiplomatic headquarters. In the era of the COVID-19 pandemic, Russia hascontributed to cooperation in handling the global pandemic, not onlyimproving in the fields of anti-terrorism and anti-extremism. The qualitativeapproach is literature-based and neoliberal in nature. Russian cooperationwith the ASEAN provides strategic interest in the world’s busiest regions toopen export markets to Central Asia. These challenging close relations areperceived as optimistic by the ASEAN member states. Indonesia benefits morefrom trade with Russia than Russia itself. Russian products marketed inIndonesia consist of cars and machinery. Products have cheaper substitutesthan in Russia. Meanwhile, for Indonesia, consumer products such as palm oiland other consumer goods are still challenging to find product substitutes forin Russia. This paper concludes that ASEAN and Indonesia need to takeadvantage of the temporary momentum of Russia’s presence to overcome theboosting competition in the Asia-Pacific region, especially during and post-pandemic.
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INTRODUCTIONThe ASEAN and Russia’s longstanding partnership is a pillar of stability,security, and peace in Southeast Asia. Obviously, this raises the question of whyand how, since the 2000s, Russian policy-makers have expanded their globalpolitics and foreign policy orientation to reach a number of countries in theSoutheast Asian region. In research by Tsygankov et al. (2022, p. 68), hedescribes the crisis of modern international relations theory and assesses theprospects of political realism for developing a nationally oriented theory inRussia. The realism approach contributes to the development of such a theory.Like it or not, the national idea should not be confined to the country’s survivaland security but should cover the national understanding of freedom, values,and development resources continuously. The Kremlin sees a number ofopportunities for developing sustainable and synergistic economic, political,social, cultural, and defense cooperation with the ASEAN. Russia has changedits foreign policy strategy from West to East, particularly in optimizingSoutheast Asia’s economic progress with the ASEAN. The Soviet Union duringthe Cold War rarely interacted with a number of countries in Southeast Asia(Adigapa, 2019, p. 2). Russia’s relations with the West took a turn for the worsewhen the Crimea problem emerged internationally in late 2014. Thereafter, theintense rivalry between the US and China in the region will widen even further.Russia’s commitment and support for ASEAN centrality and the ASEAN Outlookon the Indo-Pacific in October 2021 was timely (Ministry of State Secretariatof Indonesia, 2022). The ASEAN-Russia strategic partnership celebrated its25th anniversary in 2021, during which the Indonesian governmentencouraged the strengthening of mutual cooperation in the health sector,particularly in dealing with the pandemic and economic recovery (IndonesiaMinistry of Foreign Affairs, 2021). Further, Collins (2012, p. 313) stated thatsince the end of the Cold War, and particularly in the last decade, there has beena generating interest in security threats that emerge from intra or interstatewar but a host of transnational threats to human well-being and state capacity.Indeed, there is a consequence of these threats that could emerge along withthe state cooperation in the region. These challenges should be responded toquickly and timely. There are considerable increases in the threats to individualsand nation-states, as shown by trans-national security concerns. Russiareceived the status of an ASEAN partner in the framework of a regional dialogueduring the meeting of the ministers of foreign affairs of this organization onJuly 20-21, 1996, in Jakarta (Tass, 2016). In 2004, Russia joined the fundamentaldocument governing relations between the ASEAN and its dialogue partners,the 1976 Treaty of Friendship and Cooperation in Southeast Asia (Bali Treaty).
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Both sides urged practical and concrete cooperation in the economic sector inorder to achieve the UN SDGs 2030 in maritime and connectivity. The ASEAN’sconcrete cooperation with Russia should be maintained and carried out, whichwill later foster a habit of mutually beneficial cooperation and can eliminatethe culture of competition. A number of the ASEAN countries have forged strongcooperation with Russia for 30 years. Moscow’s relations with Southeast Asiareflect how strategic the region is for a number of policy-makers of the globalmajor-power countries, such as the United States (US), China, and Russia.Furthermore, according to Leifer (1999, p. 25), any attempt to deal with therise of a potential hegemon, and the consequent disruption of the balance ofpower by non-military means was highly problematic. In research by Beesonand Stubbs (2012, p. 1), they identified that Asian regionalism is still takingshape and many of its key aspects are highly contested. Both scholars foundthat Asian regionalism is generally thought to have Western origins. However,most Asian populations accept that the borders of the various regions of thecontinent are challenged simultaneously by some of the countries.Regionalization is the process through which people and groups within abroadly defined geographic area are connected by tangible patterns oftransnational transactions, such as family ties, migration patterns, trade, andcapital movements. Indeed, each region has its own unique geographicalcharacteristics.The ASEAN cooperation with Russia started in 1991 (Indonesia Ministryof Foreign Affairs, 2021). Russia has officially become the ASEAN DialoguePartner at the 29th AMM/PMC in Jakarta in July 1996. The ASEAN-Russiacomprehensive cooperation was only formed in 2005 (Directorate General ofInternational Trade Negotiation, 2018), namely since the signing of 1) the JointDeclaration of the Heads of State/Government of ASEAN and the RussianFederation on Progressive and Comprehensive Partnership, 2) theComprehensive Program of Action to Promote Cooperation between the ASEANand the Russian Federation 2005-2015, and 3) the Agreement between theGovernments of the Member Countries of the Association of Southeast AsianNations and the Government of the Russian Federation on Economic andDevelopment Cooperation. In addition, it is certain that Russia’s cooperationwith the ASEAN will create opportunities for closer cooperation with Indonesiain order to open export markets to Central Asia. The ASEAN and Russia Tradeand Investment Work Program Post 2017 has been developed based on theASEAN-Russia Trade and Investment Cooperation Roadmap. It was furtherendorsed by the Ministers on October 12, 2012, and revised in 2017 in orderto enhance economic cooperation to address emerging challenges andopportunities for trade and investment between the ASEAN and Russia
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(Directorate General of International Trade Negotiation, 2018). Further, thisRoadmap covers: 1) Two-way trade and investment flow improvementbetween the ASEAN and Russia; 2) Supporting ASEAN’s deepening economicintegration; 3) Facilitating broader economic integration between the ASEANand Russia as well as within the ASEAN; and 4) Contributing to the multilateraltrading system sustainably. Further, Russia’s close relationship with the 10-member region was reflected in mid-June 2020 in a Plan for MultilateralCooperation with the ASEAN, which was conveyed in a virtual meeting betweenASEAN Foreign Ministers and Russia (Umar & Permana, 2020). In 2005, about93 million Southeast Asian people lived below the US$ 1.25-a-day poverty lineand 221 million below the US$ 2-a-day poverty line (ADB, 2009, p. 53).Meanwhile, according to research by Manurung (2021, p. 27), Indonesia stillneeds to focus its diplomatic resources, especially on strengthening defensediplomacy, so that strategic defense cooperation with Russia can be pursuedoptimally and sustainably. Further, a number of the ASEAN member countriesfully supported strengthening partnerships with Russia in various fieldsfollowing the opening of diplomatic representation for the association membercountries in August 2017 in Jakarta (Putra, 2017). This was stated in the officialstatement of the 50th ASEAN Foreign Ministers Meeting in Manila, Philippines.Previously, in mid-May 2016 in Sochi, a number of heads of state or heads ofgovernment of the ASEAN met with President Vladimir Putin regarding theRussia-ASEAN Summit. At first, the ASEAN cooperation with Russia was onlyfocused on foreign policy and security issues in the Southeast Asia region.Subsequently, the establishment of a Working Group on Trade and InvestmentCooperation was initiated in 2002. This was followed by direct cooperationwith the respective ministries and government agencies in the fields of energyprocurement, agriculture, transportation, space, emergency, culture andtourism, as well as strategic defense-military concerns. The followingdocuments are important for the ASEAN cooperation with Russia (Indonesia’sPermanent Mission to ASEAN, 2018): 1) the Joint Declaration of the Heads ofState/Government of ASEAN and the Russian Federation on Progressive andComprehensive Partnership; 2) the Comprehensive Program of Action toPromote Cooperation between the ASEAN and the Russian Federation 2005-2015; 3) the Agreement between the Governments of the Member Countriesof The Association of South East Asian Nations and the Government of TheRussian Federation on Economic and Development Cooperation; and 4) theRoadmap on the Implementation of Comprehensive Program of Action toPromote Cooperation between the ASEAN and Russia 2005-2015. Thedevelopment of the struggle for influence between the world’s major powersin the international system reflects how the global structure has a pattern of
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continuous interdependence. The relationship between one issue and anotherand between one country and another has become an unavoidable reality. Thelong-running conflict between Ukraine and Russia has had an impact on thealignment of strategic interests among ASEAN member countries, as well asthe expansion of US, Chinese, and Russian global interests in the SoutheastAsian region. Moreover, Jakarta is viewed by the Kremlin as a regionalinfluential power and can become a dominant regional actor in Southeast Asia(Manurung, 2021, p. 77). Russia and China reaffirm their commitment toconsistently deepen the comprehensive partnership and strategic interactionin all areas (Kremlin.ru, 2022). The illegitimate sanctions policy implementedby the West has made the global economic situation more complicated. Bothcountries agreed to expand cooperation in energy, finance, the manufacturingindustry, transport and other areas, as well as further development of militaryand defense cooperation. At present, in the midst of the ongoing conflictbetween Ukraine and Russia which began at the end of February 2022, theconflict in the Eastern European region has not been resolved yet due to theinability of regional and international organizations to find a peaceful resolutionfor both countries. This is also becoming increasingly uncertain as the COVID-19 pandemic continues and the rivalry between the US and China intensifies.The exclusion of the Russian Federation from any global and regional peaceagreement will not be successful and smoothly. Sergey Naryshkin, the head ofthe Russian Foreign Intelligence Service, on June 11, 2022, in Moscow stated(RT News, 2022): “Russia is a traditional guarantor of international peace andsecurity. No peace, neither global nor regional, can be solid, stable, or lastingwithout Russia”. The sanction and cancellation of Russia’s global influence areattempts by Western countries to implement liberal totalitarian regimes.Indeed, these facts have reflected Western leaders’ obsession with being thecenter of the world and making other nations bend to their will. 
ASEAN-RUSSIA RELATIONS: 

SEEKING MUTUAL COOPERATIONSince 2016, Russia, as one of the world’s superpowers, has been interestedin approaching a number of Southeast Asian countries with the aim ofimproving sustainable and measurable economic and political relations. Thereare 10 (ten) Southeast Asian countries that have been members of the ASEANregional organization since its establishment on August 8, 1967 in Bangkok,Thailand (The ASEAN Secretariat, 2020). President Putin’s view onstrengthening ties with the ASEAN member-states has always been and remainsone of the priorities of Russia’s policy (Kremlin.ru, 2022). Indonesia is
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recognized as the ASEAN’s largest economy and the leader of the SoutheastAsian countries with high economic growth. The growth of the regionaleconomy is expected to support global economic stability. According to researchfrom Manurung et al. (2021, p. 94), Russia is a non-traditional market forIndonesia’s main products in the Eurasian region. Therefore, Indonesianproducts in Russian markets and supermarkets are quite rare. In 2021, bothsides will celebrate the 30th anniversary of official diplomatic relations. Theserelations, as documented in the Joint Statement adopted at the Russia-ASEANSummit in Singapore in 2018, are of a truly strategic nature. ASEAN centralityand unity are supported by Russia continuously along with Russian activeparticipation in various ASEAN-led mechanisms such as the East Asia Summit(EAS), the ASEAN Regional Forum (ARF), and the ASEAN Defense Ministers’Meeting Plus (ADMM-Plus), on various aspects of security cooperation such asaddressing traditional and non-traditional threats and challenges thatcontribute to regional peace, security, and stability (ASEAN.org, 2021).Noticeably, for many years, it confirms the accumulated experience of practicalcooperation and a solid package of agreements in the political, economic, social,humanitarian, and other spheres. It is important that not only governmental,but also business, public, and academic circles are involved in the interactionbetween Russia and the ASEAN. Further, the total population of all ASEANcountries is around 661.5 million people (O’Neill, 2021). The member countriesof the Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) are Brunei Darussalam,Cambodia, Indonesia, Laos, Malaysia, Myanmar, the Philippines, Singapore,Thailand, and Vietnam. For twenty years, intensive political and economiccooperation has been maintained by Moscow in Southeast Asia and with Jakartain particular. Russia views Indonesia as an important strategic partner (Tass.ru,2022). According to Lavrov (2006, p. 2), Russia’s role in international politicswill be boosted, acquiring new facets and due depth. This is one of the priorityareas in efforts to bring the resource potential of Russia’s foreign policy intoline with the requirements of the times. Moscow has seen a multifacetedorientation as one of its key characteristics outlined in the Russian ForeignPolicy Concept, endorsed by the president in June 2000. In fact, theinternational roles of all states are changing dynamically. A joint declaration ona developed and comprehensive partnership and a comprehensive program ofaction for cooperation between Russia and the ASEAN for 2005-2015 weresigned as a result of the 1st Russia-ASEAN Summit, held on December 13, 2005,in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia (Tass, 2016). During the 2nd Summit, held on October30, 2010, in Hanoi, Vietnam, a joint statement was also adopted, reflecting thecommon approaches of the parties to security and cooperation in the Asia andPacific region. In 2013, the Ministers of Foreign Affairs of the Russian Federation
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and the member states of the association approved the development of a newplan for the development of cooperation for the period from 2016 to 2020.  Inthe strategic view of the countries involved in the SCS, this region certainly haspolitical and economic value. However, apart from Indonesia’s initiative tofacilitate meeting forums, a bilateral approach is more dominant between Chinaand the parties to the conflict in the South China Sea, except for Taiwan.Regionally, the four ASEAN countries, such as the Philippines, Vietnam,Malaysia, and Brunei Darussalam, that are directly involved in the SCS conflictalso tend to override the ASEAN regional mechanisms to resolve conflicts(Indonesian Institute of Sciences, 2018). In addition to the ASEAN implementedmechanism being increasingly absent in the SCS conflicts, it reflects that amongthe ASEAN member countries there are still wide differences in regionalinterests, which also show mutual suspicion or distrust between countriesregarding the ASEAN’s ability as a regional organization to resolve conflicts inaccordance with its norms and values. Therefore, with the establishment of theASEAN Community, particularly the ASEAN Political-Security Community inDecember 2015, the ASEAN should contribute proactively to maintainingregional peace and stability in the South China Sea and Southeast Asia regions.Russia and the ASEAN began cooperation in 1991. In July 1996, Russiaofficially became the ASEAN Dialogue Partner at the 29th ASEAN MinisterialMeeting/Post-Ministerial Conference (AMM/PMC) in Jakarta (Koran Tempo,2005). The establishment of the partnership was initiated and is based onRussia’s status as a permanent member of the UN Security Council, which isexpected to be utilized for the benefit of the ASEAN. Russia’s large economicmarket potential, coupled with its wealth of natural resources, is also anopportunity for the ASEAN to further enhance relations with Russia in anumber of development areas, namely: 1) Science and Technology; 2) Trade;3) Resources; 4) Investment and Economy; 5) Environment, Tourism, andCulture, and 6) increasing people-to-people contact. The ASEAN’s cooperationwith Russia in the field of counterterrorism and the fight against extremismneeds to be continued. 
RUSSIA’S INTEREST IN SOUTHEAST ASIAThe existence of the ASEAN as the only regional organization in SoutheastAsia, which was founded on August 8, 1967, in Bangkok, Thailand, has alwaysreceived positive support from a number of global major powers. D. A.Medvedev, President of the Russian Federation, met with the ASEAN leaders inOctober 2010 and stated as follows (Lavrov, 2010), “Many experts believe that
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the 21st century will be the Asian century. Whether this is true or not, time willtell. But the importance and prospects of this area of the world and its specialrole in the destinies of our planet are beyond doubt. Perhaps it is here, in theAsia-Pacific region, that the outlines of a new world order are being laid today,a new image of the system of global governance is being formed”. RussianPresident Vladimir Putin and Chinese President Xi Jinping are committed tostrengthening cooperation with the ASEAN. Both globally powerful leadersconsidered the ASEAN to be a key element of the regional architecture. TheASEAN’s strategic central role is supported continuously by Moscow and Beijingin promoting the strengthening of cooperation in East Asia, continuing toimprove coordination on issues of strengthening cooperation with the ASEAN,and jointly promoting cooperation in the fields of public health, sustainabledevelopment, counterterrorism, and the prevention of transnational crime. Thisstatement was emphasized by President Putin and President Xi Jinping in ajoint declaration released after their bilateral meeting in Beijing in earlyFebruary 2022 (Dikarma, 2022). In addition, Russia-ASEAN cooperation is alsovaluable as a multilateral effort in solving the effect of the COVID-19 pandemicfor the last two years (Manurung, 2020, p. 1). The intense interactions betweenand amongst state and non-state actors are generated by globalization.However, in pursuit of its national interest, Indonesia is working very hard tofurther strengthen its bilateral trade relations with Russia for mutual benefit(Manurung, 2016, p. 1). Therefore, the ASEAN is a major element of the Asia-Pacific regional architecture, in which the role, contribution, and cooperationof Russia, China, and other countries with the ASEAN should be constantlystrengthened and developed simultaneously. Additionally, Russia and China arealso clearly opposed to the use of external forces that undermine security andstability in the territory of their mutual neighbors and intend to reject theinterference of external powers in the internal affairs of sovereign countriesunder any pretext. Furthermore, regarding the pandemic, Russia opposes anyattempt to politicize global health issues. Russia welcomes the cooperation ofChina and the World Health Organization (WHO) to establish the source of thenew coronavirus infection and supports the reports of China and the WHO onthis issue. The international community needs to come together to uphold aserious scientific approach to research on the origins of COVID-19. Sumsky etal. (2012, p. 2) identified that Russia is geographically and historically part ofAsia and the Asia Pacific and has been a dialogue partner of the ASEAN since1996. The barriers of distance and language prevented the ASEAN membernations and Russia from knowing each other and interacting much ten yearsago. Since the end of 2014, the Russian confrontation with the West has beengetting increasingly tense, especially over the Crimea issue. As Leo Tolstoy in
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War and Peace (in Russian Война и мир) stated (Karaganov, 2017, pp. 2-3): “Abattle is won by those who firmly resolve to win it”. Indeed, Russia wouldresolve and win any global and regional conflicts. Moscow considers the West’ssanctions on Russia due to the Russian special military operation deploymentto Ukraine as the US-led attempt to shift the responsibility for what is happeningin the world food market (Kremlin.ru, 2022). Since 2014, the US alone has spentbillions of dollars for this purpose, including supplies of arms and equipmentand training of military specialists (Kremlin.ru, 2022). However, Westernleaders deliberately blame Russia for emerging problems in the global market,such as food and energy availability issues. The development of Asianeconomies is characterized by rapid integration processes, both in sub-regionaland pan-Asian formats, which often overlap and are mutually complementary.Distinctly, the SCS region has always been a stage for power competition since2010 between China, the Philippines, Vietnam, Malaysia, and Brunei. The fiveparties mentioned above are fighting for control over certain areas. Basically,the issue in the SCS area is not much different from other territorial disputes.However, the strategic position of the SCS later became a factor that drew publicattention to this case. In the contemporary era, the emergence of the SCS issueis ultimately seen as a problem that arises because of a shift in the balance ofpower, namely when the US seeks optimally to preserve Washington’s unilateralpolicy momentum after the Cold War, which has created a vacuum of a regionalmajor power in Southeast Asia and boosted Beijing’s international ambitionsto show a military force presence in the region in line with the implementationand pursuance of the Belt and Road Initiative agenda sooner or later. Therefore,each ASEAN member country is certain to have a special strategy to deal withChina’s intentional behavior related to Chinese unilateral actions in the SouthChina Sea. Although there are only four ASEAN member countries that aredirectly involved, the Declaration on the South China Sea, which was adoptedby all ASEAN member countries, emphasized that in this case, the ASEAN stoodtogether to show objections and rejection to China’s aggressiveness. Theauthors use the perspective of structural realism as an analytical tool. Thetendency of different strategies of each ASEAN member country towards China,related to the South China Sea issue, can be understood by explaining themotives behind this tendency. The Philippines and Vietnam tend to show abalancing strategy against China, then Cambodia, Laos, and Myanmar towardsa bandwagon strategy, while the others do not show any skew. Russia and anumber of ASEAN countries agreed to continue improving cooperation to builda peaceful, stable, and sustainable region at a virtual meeting in October 2021(Wirawan, 2021). President Putin at the fourth Russia-ASEAN summit statedas follows, “We all support the expansion of equal and mutually beneficial
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cooperation in the vast Asia-Pacific space. We now have a real opportunity tointensify cooperation between Russia and the ASEAN, including in terms ofstrengthening stability and security, post-pandemic economic recovery, tradestimulation, and expansion of humanitarian contacts”. In a joint statement afterthe summit, Russia and the ASEAN members agreed to explore the possibilityof practical cooperation on issues of common interest between ASEAN, theEurasian Economic Union (EAEU) and the Shanghai Cooperation Organization(SCO). In addition, the ASEAN member-states fully encourage and support theASEAN’s partnership with Russia to prevent the threat of regional securitystability to the dynamics in the Indo-Pacific, which leads to the struggle forinfluence and the rivalry of world major-powers to intensify. Russia and theASEAN have shared common interests and aspirations for many years inbuilding and maintaining safe and prosperous Southeast Asian regions. TheASEAN and Russia still need to seek appropriate synergies in their developmentstrategies to promote regional connectivity, in addition to increasing efforts toenhance maritime connectivity and develop sustainable and resilient logisticsinfrastructure and port management. Support for sustainable economicrecovery in the region and closer people-to-people exchanges needs to beechoed and realized.
CONCLUSIONS Russia has positioned cooperation with the ASEAN as one of theorientations of national interests and the focus of strategic foreign policy inSoutheast Asia. The existence of ASEAN has become a locomotive for carryingthe progress of a peaceful and prosperous Asia-Pacific region with the aim ofrealizing a process of economic, political, social, and cultural closer cooperation.However, the ASEAN and Russian leaders must continue to emphasize that theirstrategic positions and prominent contributions to key global and regionalissues are in many ways similar in order to achieve global peace and stability.The main thing is that both sides are in favor of developing equal and mutuallybeneficial cooperation in the vast Asia-Pacific region. There are plenty ofopportunities to intensify cooperation between Russia and the ASEAN,including strengthening stability and security, post-epidemic economicrecovery, stimulating trade, and expanding humanitarian support and contacts.The dialogue partnership between Russia and the ASEAN is steadily gainingmomentum. Both sides intend to continue to consistently generate andempower strategic cooperation. It requires political will, long-standingfriendship traditions, political trust, and a solid foundation for the parties’
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cooperation and mutual interest. Therefore, optimism should be maintainedfor the future of Russian-ASEAN cooperation.
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